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I wake up at 5:00 a.m. It is election day in Mexico. I drive from Los
Angeles to Tijuana. The sun is rising over the 405 South. At 8:00
a.m. I arrive in San Ysidro, park and walk across the bridge to the
other side. It smells different. It is hotter. I am always amazed by
the way the arbitrary wall has become part of nature’s subconscious.
I wait in a winding line for three hours to cast my vote, and when
I’m done I start the trip back across the border — another eternal
line in the hot sun. A man offers me a ride for $5. I can’t resist. I
climb into a bus only a few meters from the checkpoint. It is hot
as hell. It smells. Children are screaming. The bus doesn’t move
and I wish I were still standing in line.
The bearded man next to me turns to me and says, “You are not
Mexican.” “Of course I am,” I reply. He insists that I am not. With
pride I show him the brown ink stain on my thumb — proof that I
have just voted. It has no effect. I can’t change his mind about my
nationality and I have the familiar sensation that I do not belong
to any place. I remember a passage from Isabel Allende’s book My
Invented Country: “I have been a pilgrim along more roads than I
care to remember. From saying good-bye so often my roots have
dried up, and I have had to grow others, which, lacking a geography to sink into, have taken hold in my memory.” And I realize that
film is the memory around which I am wrapping my roots.
My first film, All Water Has a Perfect Memory, is about my sister,
who drowned when she was two years old. Through film, I created a visual memory of my sister, as I had no real memories of
her, and explored how my Mexican father and American mother
faced the death of their child. I found that the memories we fabricate are unique to our individual experiences and perspectives,
making it nearly impossible to have a truly collective memory, especially within a bicultural family.

Director Natalia Almada.
Photo courtesy of Joanna Eldredge Morrissey

My second film, Al Otro Lado (to the Other Side), which aired as
part of POV’s season 19, looks at immigration and drug trafficking
through the 200-year-old tradition of corrido music. The films that I saw in the United States about immigration and drug
trafficking were always from an outsider’s perspective and approached the issues as moral dilemmas rather than economic
realities. I felt a need to tell the story of how Mexican individuals, confronted with the reality of an economic crisis are compelled to risk their lives in the hope for a better life. I gained an appreciation for the power of the human spirit to deal with
hardship and tragedy by relying on humor, cultural heritage and grace.
My most recent film, el General, is inspired by six hours of audiocassette recordings that my grandmother made about her
life as daughter of Plutarco Elas Calles, a general in the Mexican Revolution and president of Mexico from 1924 to 1928. She
wanted to write her father’s biography, but all that remains of that intention are the audio recordings that were handed to
me, presumably so that I might finish what she left incomplete.
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The film moves between my grandmother’s fractured
memories of her father, a contentious figure in Mexico’s
history, and my present-day wanderings through Mexico City. It is both a family memoir and a portrait of Mexico then and now.
In the film, a woman buying orange cempaxúchitl flowers for the Day of the Dead says, “We love the dead, but
they are too expensive.” I have come to understand how
she speaks for me and for Mexico.
To me, film is a tithe for memory, a cost I gratefully pay
in order to actively make sense of the world. Making a
film is a way to find a language to express what I see
and think. It is a way to question how we reconcile the
contradictions between our personal family memories
and our country’s collective memory. How are these
memories and history fabricated? How do I reconcile my
reality with my family history? How do I, a Mexican, understand Mexico today through a historical lens?
In the opening of the film, Sans Soleil, the narrator says,
“I do not know how those who do not film remember.”
For me, making films is a way of remembering and creating a memory where one is absent or where one is
needed for tomorrow. It is an avocation inspired by my
urge to explore how the past defines who we are today
and to create a visual memory that reflects my view of
the world.
Natalia Almada
Filmmaker, el General

Natalia Almada filming at whole sale market in Mexico City.
Photo courtesy of Daniela Alatorre
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el General is a feature length (83-minute) personal and biographical reflection on the legacy of Mexico’s political his-

Presidential candidate Plutarco Elias Calles
campaigning in 1924.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

tory and its relation to present-day Mexico. In 1810, Mexico
waged a war of independence from Spain. One hundred
years later, the Mexican Revolution ousted a 30-year dictatorship. And in the tight presidential contest of 2006 we
heard the same political cry from nearly a century ago: sufragio efectivo. This translates not only as the right to vote, but
the right for that vote to count. In 1910, revolutionaries
fought to redistribute land and wealth as a way to alleviate
entrenched poverty. Today, Mexico’s minimum wage is
equivalent to approximately $4.50 per day, even as the nation counts some of the wealthiest people in the world
among its citizens. Is Mexican political culture frozen in time?

Supreme Leader). Today, he is remembered as El QuemaCuras (the Priest Burner), as founder of a long-ruling political party, the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI), and as
a dictator who ruled through puppet presidents until he was
exiled in 1936. Through his daughter’s recordings, the film
moves between the memories of a child grappling with history’s portrait of her father and the weight of his legacy on

In el General, the past and the present collide as filmmaker

the country today. As an outreach tool, this complex por-

Natalia Almada brings to life audio recordings about her

trait of family and country raises important questions about

great-grandfather Plutarco Elias Calles, a revolutionary gen-

legacy, historical interpretation, how memory and history are

eral who became president of Mexico in 1924. In his time,

constructed and the dream of democracy, justice and equal-

Calles was called El Bolshevique and El Jefe Maximo (the

ity and the enduring fight for them.
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key iSSueS

POtentiaL PartnerS

el General is well suited for use in a variety of settings and

el General is an excellent tool for outreach and will be of

is especially recommended for use with:

special interest to people interested in the following
topics:

•

Local PbS stations

•

Groups that have discussed previous PbS and POV

•

biography

films relating to mexico or political power,

•

Catholic church

including Al Otro Lado (To the Other Side) and
The Fall of Fujimori.

•

Church and state

•

democracy

•

elections

•

family legacy/memoirs

•

historical memory

•

human rights

institutions and museums

•

mexican cinema history

•

Civic, fraternal and community groups

•

mexican culture

•

film studies, Latin american studies and Spanish

•

mexican history

academic departments or student groups at

•

mexico

•

Political power

•

Political science

•

religion and politics

•

Social and economic justice

•

Groups focused on any of the issues listed in the
key issues section

•

high school students

•

faith-based organizations and institutions

•

Cultural, art and historical organizations,

colleges, universities and high schools
•

Community organizations with a mission to
promote education and learning, such as local
libraries

uSinG thiS Guide
This guide is an invitation to dialogue. It is based on a belief in the power of human connection, designed for people who
want to use el General to engage family, friends, classmates, colleagues and communities. In contrast to initiatives that
foster debates in which participants try to convince others that they are right, this document envisions conversations undertaken in a spirit of openness in which people try to understand one another and expand their thinking by sharing
viewpoints and listening actively.
The discussion prompts are intentionally crafted to help a very wide range of audiences think more deeply about the issues in the film. Rather than attempting to address them all, choose one or two that best meet your needs and interests.
And be sure to leave time to consider taking action. Planning next steps can help people leave the room feeling energized
and optimistic, even in instances when conversations have been difficult.
For more detailed event planning and facilitation tips, visit http://www.pbs.org/pov/elgeneral
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alicia Calles (1911-1989)

Alicia Calles (right) with her mother.
Photo courtesy of “El General”

Calles’ daughter and Natalia Almada’s grandmother. In 1978,
Alicia, approaching the last years of her life, began to record her
memoirs with the intention of writing a book about her father,
Plutarco Elias Calles. Though the book was never written,
Alicia’s recordings inspired Almada to make the film. In the
recordings, Alicia struggles to reconstruct her past and to
reconcile the contradictions between her memories and
history’s portrait and judgment of her father. She recalls a
meticulous and methodical man who shielded his family from
the public eye. Alicia died in Mexico in 1989.
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Ambulantes
In Mexico, ambulantes is a term for traveling
street vendors, most of whom are unlicensed.
According to the government of Mexico City,
there are approximately 500,000 street
vendors in the city classified as “informal
merchants.” It is estimated that their sales
equal somewhere from 12 to 40 percent of
the gross national product.

Photos courtesy of “El General”
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Photo courtesy of “El General”

Cempaxúchitl flowers
As part of Day of the Dead celebrations, which take place on November 1 and 2, families
visit the cemeteries where their loved ones are buried and decorate their graves with
orange marigolds known as cempaxúchitl. Traditionally, family members hold vigils at
gravesites, where they light candles, build altars and make offerings of food to the
departed. The flower is thought to attract and guide the souls of the dead. About 14,000
tons of cempaxúchitl flowers are cultivated in Mexico every year.
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Cantinflas (Mario Moreno Reyes)
(August 12, 1911-April 20, 1993)
Comic actor who was considered the
Mexican Charlie Chaplin. He was known
for playing witty characters who got
out of trouble by speaking incredibly
fast
monologues
that
sounded
informed but really meant nothing,
leading to the creation of the verb
cantinflear, which means to speak in a
nonsensical manner without meaning.

Cantinflas as seen in Yo Fuera Si Diputado, 1952.
Photo courtesy of “El General”
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Sergei eisenstein
(January 23, 1898–February 11, 1948)
Mexico’s rich political history, beautiful landscapes and “exotic” people
captured the attention of Russian filmmaker Sergei Eisenstein, who
went to Mexico in the 1930s to make a film called ¡Que Viva Mexico! The
film depicted a tableau of Mexican history from the Mayans to the
Mexican Revolution. The film was never completed due to a number of
factors: Eisenstein lost funding from his backers (the most notable of
whom was author Upton Sinclair); his goals for the film were overly
ambitions; and various political issues were raised by the U.S.
government, the Mexican Film Trust and the former U.S.S.R. However,
many still consider it one of the greatest films Eisenstein ever made.

Scenes from ¡Que Viva Mexico! by Sergei Eisentein.
Photo courtesy of “El General”
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Photo courtesy of “El General”

Virgin of Guadalupe
According to Roman Catholic belief, on December 12, 1531, a vision of a dark-skinned Virgin Mary appeared to Juan Diego. Today
the Basilica of Our Lady of Guadalupe stands at the spot where she first appeared. The Virgin of Guadalupe has an important and
widespread role in Mexican national and cultural identity. Many political figures have used her image, from Miguel Hidalgo, who held
a banner bearing her image as he led the 1810 revolt that would grow into the Mexican War of Independence, to Emiliano Zapata,
who carried banners bearing her image during the revolution. To this day, hundreds of thousands make pilgrimages to her shrine
in Mexico City each year.

Sources:
Garcia, Elizabeth and Mike McKinley. “History of the Cristiada.” University
of Texas.
http://www.laits.utexas.edu/jaime/cwp5/crg/english/history/index.html
Joes, Anthony James. Resisting Rebellion. Lexington: The University
Press of Kentucky, 2004.
Krauze, Enrique. Mexico: Biography of Power: A Modern History of
Mexico, 1810-1996. New York: Harper Collins, 1997.
MSN. “Biography: Cantinflas.”
http://movies.msn.com/celebrities/celebrity-biography/cantinflas/

© American Documentary, Inc.

Encyclopedia Britannica. “Our Lady of Guadalupe.”
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/629932/Our-Lady-ofGuadalupe
Palfrey, Dale Hoyt. “Guadalupe: La Virgen Indigena.” Mexconnect.
http://www.mexconnect.com/articles/2599-guadalupe-la-virgenindigena
Purnell, Jennie. Popular Movements and State Formation in Revolutionary
Mexico. Durham: Duke University Press, 1999.
Morgan, John D. and Pittu Laungani. eds. Death and Bereavement
Around the World: Death and Bereavement in the Americas. Vol. II.
Amityville, N.Y.: Baywood Publishing Company, 2003.
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mexican folk heroes
depicted in the fortress mural

Detail of mural of Mexican folk heroes
in a housing project being demolished.
Photo courtesy of “El General”

Cuauhtémoc (c. 1495-February 26, 1522)
The Aztec emperor of Tenochtitlán. He took power in 1520

Jiménez had very little formal musical training, he went on to

when he was only 18 years old. Though initially treated with

publish over 400 songs. His music often dealt with issues of

deference, Cuauhtémoc was later captured and eventually

deception and betrayal.

executed by conquistador Hernán Cortés.
maria Sabina (1894-November 23, 1985)
tin tan (Germán Valdés) (September 19, 1915-June 29, 1973)

Sabina was a Mazatec curandera, or healer, who became fa-

A Mexican actor who appeared in more than 50 films. He is

mous because of her role in introducing velada, the sacred

credited primarily with portraying the character of the

mushroom ceremony, to the world.

streetwise pachuco, representative of a youth culture that
emerged along the United States/Mexico border and spread

frida kahlo (July 6, 1907-July 13, 1954)

throughout the Southwest. His most well known film is El

Celebrated Mexican painter who incorporated folk art and

Rey del Barrio. Tin Tan was an actor during the era known as

socio-political themes into her paintings. She is best known

Mexico’s golden age of cinema, which began at the onset of

for her surrealist self-portraits. Kahlo was married to mural-

World War II and ended in the late 1950s. Films made during

ist Diego Rivera. Both she and Rivera were very politically

this era, particularly those made during World War II, were

active and believed in social change through the arts.

often collaborations between the Mexican government, Hollywood and the U.S. government.
José alfredo Jiménez (January 19, 1926-November 23, 1973)

Pedro infante (November 18, 1917-April 15, 1957)
One of the most famous actors and singers during Mexico’s
golden age of cinema. He began his film career in 1939, and

Musician who was considered by many to be the greatest

Time magazine claimed that “he was the Crosby, the Sinatra,

singer-songwriter of the ranchera genre. His hits included

the Elvis of Mexico.” He appeared in more than 45 films and

the mariachi standards “El Rey” and “Si Nos Dejan.” While

recorded about 350 songs.
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el Santo (Rodolfo Guzmán Huerta)
(September 23, 1917-February 5, 1984)

Mural of Mexican folk heroes in a housing project
being demolished.
Photo courtesy of “El General”

Arguably the most famous luchador (masked wrestler), El
Santo (the saint) is also known as El Enmascarado de Plata,
or the silver masked man. His career began in 1939 and
lasted almost 50 years. He appeared in comic books and
movies and was considered by many to be a representative
of the common man. He and other heroes of lucha libre have
been emulated by activists, who have appropriated the
image of the luchador as a fighter for social justice. One such
activist is visible in the 2006 protest scene in el General.

Dent, David W. Encyclopedia of Modern Mexico. Lanham, Md.: Rowman
and Littlefield/The Scarecrow Press, 2002.
Madigan, Dan. “El Santo". Mondo Lucha A Go-Go: The Bizarre and
Honorable World of Wild Mexican Wrestling. New York:
HarperCollins/Rayo, 2007.
Greathouse, Patricia. Mariachi. Layton, Ut.: Gibbs Smith, 2009.

Sources:
Corliss, Richard. “Learning Pedro Infante.” Time, 15 April 2007.

Halifax, Joan. Shamanic Voices: A Survey of Visionary Narratives.
New York: Penguin, 1991.

http://www.time.com/time/arts/article/0,8599,1610682,00.

Encyclopedia Britannica. “Kahlo, Frida.”

html#ixzz0qZWIaG9o

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/309679/Frida-Kahlo

Encyclopedia Britannica. “Cuauhtémoc.”

Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes. “Pedro Infante Cruz.”

http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/145536/Cuauhtemoc

http://www.sic.gob.mx/ficha.php?table=artista&table_id=2420
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the mexican revolution (1910-1920)

Filming archival materials at the Calles archive for "El General".
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

The Mexican Revolution was born out of the discontent that
many Mexicans felt for the policies of Porfirio Díaz, who ruled
the country for more than three decades, a period known as

of his promises, he lost support from the various groups that

the Porfiriato. Though the Porfiriato was generally marked

had previously supported him; ultimately, he was assassi-

by prosperity, social inequality eventually took hold, and in

nated. The Revolution quickly became a multi-sided civil war

1910, Francisco Madero successfully opposed Díaz by pro-

and several caudillos (strong-man leaders) vied for political

posing a democratic reform that limited the president to one

power over the following decade. Although hostilities did

term in office. On another front, famed revolutionary figure

not end until 1920, the Revolution produced the Constitution

Emiliano Zapata rallied peasants in southern Mexico, seek-

of 1917, which institutionalized land reform for peasants and

ing agrarian reform. After Madero failed to deliver on many

labor protections, increased rights for indigenous peoples,

© American Documentary, Inc.
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Cristiada.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

imposed tighter control over foreign investments and instituted one-term presidencies. It was not until Lázaro Cárdenas took office in 1934 that many of the reforms included in

maximato (1928-1934)

the Constitution of 1917 were upheld. Historians report that

The period from 1928 to 1934 is now known as the Maximato.

the Mexican Revolution mobilized hundreds of thousands of

During this period, Mexico had three leaders: Emilio Portes

men, women and children and resulted in over 1 million ca-

Gil, Pascual Ortiz Rubio and Abelardo Rodríguez. Each of

sualties (more than one in 10 Mexicans at the time).

these presidents was considered to be a puppet of El Jefe

Cristiada (1926-1929)

Maximo, or the Supreme Leader, Elias Plutarco Calles.

In 1926 the conflict between the Mexican government and

francisco i. madero (October 30, 1873–February 22, 1913)

the Catholic Church erupted into the civil war known as the

An unlikely revolutionary, Francisco I. Madero was the son

Cristiada, also called the Cristero War, which would last until

of a wealthy landowning family. By temporarily bringing to-

1929. The government claimed it was upholding the Consti-

gether diverse anti-Díaz factions, Madero successfully pro-

tution of 1917, which limited the political, social and economic

claimed himself president and ousted dictator Porfirio Díaz

power of the Church. Churches were closed during the war,

in 1911. Madero was betrayed by one of his top generals and

and it is estimated that 70,000 people died in the fighting.

executed in 1913.
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emiliano Zapata (August 8, 1879–April 10, 1919)
Emiliano Zapata was a central figure in the Mexican
Revolution. Zapata utilized guerilla tactics, leading a
peasant revolt in southern Mexico and occupying the
land by force. Zapata was a champion of agrarian reform and land redistribution. Though he was assassinated in 1919, his legacy lives on, and he is considered
by many to be a national hero.
Venustiano Carranza (December 29, 1859–May 21,
1920)
A political moderate, Venustiano Carranza was the first
president of the new Mexican republic following the
death of Porfirio Díaz and the overthrow and assassination of Madero. He held power from 1917 to 1920. Carranza was reluctant to institute far-reaching social
reforms after the Revolution. At the end of his term as
president, Carranza attempted to fix the election of his
chosen successor, which prompted enormous controversy and led to his assassination in 1920.
francisco “Pancho” Villa (June 5, 1878–July 20, 1923)
Francisco “Pancho” Villa was a revolutionary general
and guerrilla leader. Villa started out as a bandit who
seized land for distribution and robbed trains. In an act
of defiance against Carranza intended to demonstrate
that Carranza had lost control of northern Mexico, Villa
Calles taking the oath of office in 1924.
Photo courtesy of Pathé New Reel

attacked the 13th U.S. Calvary at Camp Furlong in
Columbus, New Mexico, resulting in the deaths of American
soldiers and civilians. Villa continued his guerilla activities
until he was assassinated in 1923.
Álvaro Obregón (February 19, 1880–July 17, 1928)

from 1924 to 1928. He left a seemingly contradictory legacy.

Born in Sonora, in northern Mexico, General Álvaro Obregón

Though he employed a dictatorial style, he also created the

won the 1920 election with overwhelming support. As pres-

political apparatus that made it possible to resolve differ-

ident, he oversaw massive social reforms and moderate land

ences within an institutional framework rather than through

reforms. Obregón endorsed Plutarco Elias Calles to be his

violence; laid the groundwork for Mexico’s modern political

successor. Obregón was able to run for re-election in 1928

system; and created a political party that would hold power

after the Mexican Congress overturned the one-term limit

for over 70 years. In his time, Calles was called El Bolshe-

for the presidency. Obregón won the election in 1928, but

vique and El Jefe Maximo (the Supreme Leader). Today, he

was assassinated before he could take office.

is remembered as El Quema-Curas (the Priest Burner) and as
a dictator who ruled through puppet presidents until he was

Plutarco elias Calles (September 25, 1877–October 19, 1945)

exiled in 1936. Calles remained in exile in San Diego until 1941.

A former primary school teacher and general of the Mexican

He died in Mexico in 1945 and is buried at the Monument of

Revolution (1910-1920), Calles ruled Mexico as president

the Revolution.
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Lázaro Cárdenas (May 21, 1895–October 19, 1970)
Lázaro Cárdenas served as president of Mexico from 1934
to 1940. Under his socialist rule, the government supported
land redistribution, greater protections for workers and the
nationalization of the nation’s railroad and petroleum industries. While Calles initially supported Cárdenas for president
in 1934, he did not imagine that just two years later Cárdenas would send him into exile. Cárdenas is largely remembered as one of Mexico’s most popular presidents.

Sources:
BBC. “Mexico Timeline.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/country_profiles/1210779.stm
Encyclopedia Britannica. “Venustiano Carranza.”
http://www.britannica.com/EBchecked/topic/96883/VenustianoCarranza
Edmonds-Polli, Emily and David A. Shirk. Contemporary Mexican
Politics. Lanham, Md.: Rowman and Littlefield, 2009.
Eisenstein, Sergei. ¡Que Viva Mexico! Kino Video, 2001.
The Historical Society of the Georgia National Guard. “In Pursuit of
Pancho Villa 1916-1917”
http://www.hsgng.org/pages/pancho.htm

Lázaro Cárdenas taking the oath of office in 1934.
Photo courtesy of Filmoteca Nacional de México

Krauze, Enrique. Mexico: Biography of Power: A Modern History of
Mexico, 1810-1996. New York: Harper Collins, 1997.
Encyclopedia Britannica. “Madero, Francisco.”
Meade, Teresa A. A History of Modern Latin America. Hoboken, N.J.:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2009.
Weston, Jr., Charles H. “The Political Legacy of Lázaro Cárdenas” The
Americas 39.3 (1983): 383-40.
http://www.jstor.org/stable/981231
Pouwels, Joel B. “Novels About the Twentieth Century Mexican
Presidential Succession During Four Crisis Periods.” Canadian Journal
of Latin American and Caribbean Studies (2002).
http://www.highbeam.com/doc/1G1-147115012.html. Accessed Jul 2
Encyclopedia Britannica. “Pancho Villa.”
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Political Parties in mexico
institutional revolutionary Party (Pri)

September 18, 1932 New York Times,
"Again General Calles Shows his Hand "
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

national action Party (Pan)

Founded by Plutarco Elias Calles in 1929, the Institutional

When the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI) was going

Revolutionary Party (PRI) was originally called the National

through a crisis in 1935, its “popular” sector began to sup-

Revolutionary Party (Partido Nacional Revolucionario). The

port a new party headed by Manual Gómez Morín, a vision-

PRI held political power until the year 2000, when president

ary who wanted to democratize the country. In 1939, this

Vicente Fox of the National Action Party was elected, end-

group founded the National Action Party (PAN) based on a

ing 70 years of single-party rule. Rather than representing

doctrine of political humanism that aimed to promote social

one particular political position, the left-leaning party is a

and spiritual development for the good of all people. The

coalition of many different groups, predominantly laborers,

party leans right ideologically, supporting the ideals of the

peasants and a “popular” sector of bureaucrats, teachers

Catholic church, but long served as the opposition to the

and small businesspeople. The PRI has long aimed to pro-

PRI. For decades, PAN ran candidates in most presidential

tect the less fortunate and marginal groups and, as its former

and congressional elections, but it gained little political trac-

motto states, to strive toward democracy and social justice.

tion until the 1980s, when for the first time state governors

However, the party has also been heavily criticized for being

and municipal presidents who did not belong to the PRI

corrupt, bureaucratic and generally resistant to implement-

began to be elected. In 2000, a long process of ideological,

ing the major reforms promised by the Revolution.

democratic and social struggle led to “political alternation,”

© American Documentary, Inc.
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or the transfer of power — the presidency — from PRI to

Congressional Research Service. “Mexico’s Political History: From

PAN.

Revolution to Alternation, 1910-2006.”
http://www.policyarchive.org/handle/10207/bitstreams/4314.pdf

Party of the democratic revolution (Prd)
The leftist Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD) was

Instituto Federal Electoral. “National Summary.”
http://prep2006.ife.org.mx/PREP2006/prep2006.html

also formed by dissenting members of the PRI, around the
time of the 1988 elections. It is a left-wing party that believes
the best way to represent marginalized classes is to eschew
dependence on foreign governments, which it believes have
ulterior motives for helping Mexico. A vocal critic of the gov-

History.com. “Plutarco Elias Calles.”
http://www.history.com/topics/plutarco-elias-calles
Library of Congress. “Institutional Revolutionary Party (PRI).”
http://countrystudies.us/mexico/84.htm

ernments in power, it has fought corruption and has represented the government of Mexico City and had a strong
presence in Congress. Its founder and first presidential candidate, Cuauhtémoc Cárdenas, lost his election (under what

the 2006 election

some deemed dubious circumstances), but that defeat

Mexico’s current president, Felipe Calderón, assumed that

helped consolidate the party.

post amid a storm of controversy and protest. The conservative PAN candidate was inaugurated in December 2006

Other Parties

after officially winning the July election by less than one per-

In Mexico, power currently rests predominantly with the PRI,

centage point. His opponent, the populist former mayor of

PAN and PRD, but various smaller parties do hold some

Mexico City, Andrés Manuel Lopéz Obrador of the leftist

seats in Congress and often form coalitions with larger

PRD, challenged the outcome and refused to recognize

forces. According to the highly contested official results of

Calderón’s win. This controversy led to massive upheaval as

the July 2006 election that put current president Felipe

protestors occupied downtown Mexico City for an extended

Calderón in power, Calderón won 35.89 percent of the vote

period of time, establishing a camp that stretched over a

on the PAN ticket; Andrés Manuel López Obrador won 35.31

mile from the Zócalo to the Monument of the Revolution.

percent of the vote representing the Coalition for the Good
of All, formed by the PRD along with the Labor party and
the Convergence parties; and Roberto Madrazo won 22.26

Sources:

percent representing the Alliance for Mexico, comprised of
the PRI and the Ecological Green Party of Mexico (PVEM).
Patricia Mercado of the Social Democratic and Peasant Alternative Party won 2.7 percent, and Roberto Campa of the
New Alliance party won 0.96 percent of the vote.

Congressional Research Service. “Mexico’s Political History: From
Revolution to Alternation, 1910-2006.”
http://www.policyarchive.org/handle/10207/bitstreams/4314.pdf
BBC. “Mexico Country Profile.”
http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/americas/country_profiles/1205074.stm

Sources:
History.com. “Mexico Timeline”
http://www.history.com/topics/mexico-timeline
Encyclopedia of the Nations. “Mexico: Political Parties.”
http://www.nationsencyclopedia.com/Americas/Mexico-POLITICALPARTIES.html#ixzz0i09fA9xF
Explorando Mexico. “The History of Mexican Political Parties.”
http://www.explorandomexico.com/about-mexico/9/35/
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Immediately after the film, you may want to give people a
few quiet moments to reflect on what they have seen. If
the mood seems tense, you can pose a general question
and give people some time to themselves to jot down or
think about their answers before opening the discussion.
Unless you think participants are so uncomfortable that
they can’t engage until they have had a break, don’t encourage people to leave the room between the film and
the discussion. If you save your break for an appropriate
moment during the discussion, you won’t lose the feeling
of the film as you begin your dialogue.
One way to get a discussion going is to pose a general
question such as:
•

if you could ask anyone in the film a single question,
who would you ask and what would you ask him or
her?

•

what did you learn from this film? what insights did
it provide?

•

if a friend asked you what this film was about, what
would you say?

•

Cinematographer Chuy Chavez
and director Natalia Almada
filming archival materials at the Calles archive.
Photo courtesy of El General

describe a moment or scene in the film that you
found particularly disturbing or moving. what was it
about that scene that was especially compelling to
you?

© American Documentary, Inc.
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Watercolor cartoon given to Mexican President
Plutarco Elias upon his inauguration in 1924.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

historical memory
•

During the film’s opening, Almada quotes John Berger,

saying, “If we can see the present clearly enough, we shall
ask the right questions of the past.” What questions is the
filmmaker asking? What types of information do those questions reveal? What other questions would you ask?
•

Almada says, “Listening to my grandmother’s memo-

about how history is written? Who is erased and who is memorialized?

ries, I can’t seem to see the past, I can only see its long

•

shadow cast over the present.” Where do you see signs of

Mexico to its political past? If, as the saying goes, those who

What techniques does the film use to link present-day

that shadow? How would you describe the legacy passed

don’t learn from history are doomed to repeat it, what have

down from the nation’s revolutionaries and dictators? Do

Mexicans learned and what are they repeating? Do you think

you feel the shadow of the past in your life?

this phrase is mirrored in your society? If yes, how so?

•

•

At the end of the film we learn that the Monument of

An election protestor says, “If Zapata were alive, he

the Revolution commemorates the death of President Car-

would be on our side.” Why would the protestor invoke Za-

denas, the man who exiled President Calles, but doesn’t

pata? In elections that you have witnessed, how and why

mention Calles himself, who died on the same date. Who is

have candidates or parties used historical references? What

commemorated publicly, who is not commemorated and

did the use of those references contribute to candidates’ im-

what do those choices say about us? What does this reflect

ages?

© American Documentary, Inc.
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•

Cristiada.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

How would you characterize the relationship between

official history and family history in the construction of our
understanding of the past? What can we learn about the
past from personal histories that we can’t learn from official
history and vice versa?
•

What was your initial reaction to the graphic govern-

ment photographs of the Cristiada (religious conflict) in the
film? Why would the government make these images into
postcards and distribute them? What is the role of images

•

Author Octavio Paz commented that after centuries of

failures, Mexicans only believe in the Virgin of Guadalupe and
the national lottery. In your opinion, what is the link between
the two?

like these in creating historical memory? In your view, can
these images be considered accurate historical documents?

•

Why or why not? How does the absence of certain images

ages to the Virgin of Guadalupe. In your view, what needs

create vacuums in our reconstruction of the past?

As the film shows, millions of people still make pilgrim-

are met by such rituals? (If desired, also ask participants to
compare this ritual with a cultural or religious event in the
community that attracts many participants. What are the

Culture and identity
•

Almada says, “Our invented words are like self-portraits

similarities and differences? What does each ritual suggest
about the culture in which it is practiced?)

in which to see ourselves.” What does the verb cantinflear

•

reveal about Mexican people or culture? What words has

says, “We love the dead, but they are too expensive.” What

your culture invented and what do they say about your peo-

does this reveal about Mexican culture? Do you feel the

ple, nation or community?

same way about your ancestors?

© American Documentary, Inc.
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Plutarco Elias Calles on the beach
in Sinaloa Mexico around 1934.
Photo courtesy of the Almada Family

Leadership and Politics
•

The filmmaker includes a movie clip of Marlon Brando

playing Zapata. What do you make of Marlon Brando’s
speech? What messages does it convey about leadership?

ata’s message have been “There are no leaders but your-

Do you think that it reads differently today than when the

selves”? Why would he have suggested that people acting

film from which it was taken was released in 1952? What

together to protect their land provides the only lasting

does the clip tell us about how Hollywood viewed the Mex-

strength?

ican Revolution, Mexico and Mexicans? Do you think this is

•

an accurate or inaccurate portrayal of a historical figure?

separate from political life. In your view, do family members

Alicia Calles remembers that her father kept family life

What part do these fictionalized portrayals of historical fig-

of controversial leaders like Calles bear any responsibility for

ures play in our understanding of the past, in our construc-

the actions of their relatives? Why or why not?

tion of history and in the fabrication of historical icons in the
collective imagination?

•

By the time the filmmaker’s great-grandfather took of-

fice, he had been preceded by more than a decade’s worth
•

Aside from the irony of a white American playing this

of revolutionary uprisings in which each leader was assassi-

iconic Mexican figure, what do you make of his message that

nated. How might Calles’ policy choices been influenced by

people look for leaders without faults, but no such leaders

this history? What are your views on the use of violence in

exist? What kinds of faults are acceptable in a leader?

the fight for what one believes are one’s political rights? Are

•

How can leaders balance their own power with the

need to invest their followers with power? Why might Zap-

© American Documentary, Inc.

there nonviolent tactics that political leaders can use when
they step into violent situations?
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•

Alicia Calles when she was a little girl during
the Mexican Revolution circa 1918.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT

Mexico experienced a 30-year dictatorship under Por-

firio Díaz, followed by two decades of violence in which
caudillos fought to rule the country in the absence of an institutionalized government. Then the PRI was established
and instituted over 70 years of single-party rule, considered
by many to be a form of institutionalized dictatorship. How
does that legacy influence people’s current attitudes to-

had been violated for decades. What pushes people finally

wards democracy, elections, civic engagement and voting?

to combat inequity with violence?

•

How does a people’s revolution fought in the name of

democracy morph into repression? What role does the

•

Calles is arguably best known for his brutal persecution

of Catholic clergy. In your view, how should political leaders

length of a revolution (and the amount of time people live in

respond to influential religious institutions that compete with

chaos or without stable government institutions) play in the

the government for power, defy the law or obstruct political

demands on post-revolution governments to establish and

reforms? What is the appropriate political role, if any, of re-

maintain control? Where else have you seen examples of

ligious institutions in a democracy?

revolutionary leaders who ended up leading authoritarian

•

governments?

tographer’s comment, “What can I tell you? We have the

•

same weapon.” Why would he refer to his camera and to her

The Mexican Revolution essentially was fought by

members of the working class and campesinos whose rights

© American Documentary, Inc.
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Masked wrestler at a protest against
the 2006 presidential elections.
Photo courtesy of “El General”

Record your own family history. Think through how you

(or others doing family histories) can come to grips with ancestors whose actions contradicted your (or their) core values. Pay attention to the kinds of documents and
information available to you and those that are missing.
Think about any contradictions you find, how you choose to
depict those contradictions and how you balance the biases

•

you bring to the task with the goal of providing an accurate

think have been left out of history. Ask them why they think

portrait.

their past or their view of the past has been ignored or si-

•

Convene a study group on the history of the Mexican

Revolution. What do you learn about the struggles of the
revolutionaries? What was the result of their struggle? Did

Solicit and share oral histories with people who you

lenced. Ask them how they would like to be remembered.
Ask them if they have access to any archives (photographs,
documents) of their past.

they achieve their goal? Compare the Mexican Revolution to

•

other revolutions around the world. Do they have things in

conducted by filmmaker Natalia Almada with leading

common?

contemporary historians about Mexico's past and present.

•

Visit the POV website and watch the interviews

Find ways to support and publicize Mexican civic

engagement projects.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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FILM-RELATED WEB SITES

What’s Your POV?
Share your thoughts about El General
by posting a comment on the POV Blog

Original Online Content on
POV Interactive (www.pbs.org/pov)

www.pbs.org/pov/blog or send an email to pbs@pov.org.

POV’s El General companion website
www.pbs.org/pov/elgeneral

Plutarco elias Calles

To further enhance the broadcast, POV has produced an interactive website to enable viewers to explore the film in

MExCONNECT

greater depth. The companion website to el General offers

www.mexconnect.com

a streaming video trailer for the film; an interview with film-

Mexconnect is an electronic English-language magazine that

maker Natalie Almada; a list of related websites, organiza-

is designed to promote Mexico to other nations. The website

tions and books; a downloadable discussion guide; and the

includes a brief portrait of Plutarco Elias Calles by historian

following special features:

Jim Tuck, as well as portraits of other famous figures and ar-

TIMELINE

ticles on a variety of historical events.

Overview of Mexican history 1900-present.

MExICO BEFORE ThE WORLD

ADDITIONAL VIDEO

www.archive.org

Filmmaker Natalia Almada interviews historians and

This website’s Internet archive provides access to a collec-

writers about her great-grandfather’s place in Mexican

tion of Calles’ speeches and related documents in English.

history

OPEN LIBRARY
http://openlibrary.org

film-related links
EL GENERAL

This online resource provides links to available English-language publications from the time period during which Calles
rose to power.

www.altamurafilms.com/elgeneral.html
Visit the film website to learn more about the film, the film-

Plutarco Elias callEs and thE MExican

maker and crew and upcoming screenings.

rEvolution (LANhAm, mD.: ROWmAN AND
LIttLeFIeLD, 2006)
In this book, Jürgen Buchenau draws on a rich array of
archival evidence from Mexico, the United States and Europe
to explore Calles’ origins and political trajectory, which ultimately led to his reformist yet authoritarian presidency from
1924 to 1928. After his term as president, Calles continued to
exert broad influence as his country’s foremost political figure; indeed, many of the institutions and laws forged during
his tenure survive today.

© American Documentary, Inc.
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ACE: ThE ELECTORAL kNOWLEDGE NETWORk
http://aceproject.org

BBC: “MExICO COUNTRY PROFILE”
http://news.bbc.co.uk

ACE: The Electoral Knowledge Network promotes credible
and transparent electoral processes with an emphasis on

The BBC profile provides basic current information about

sustainability, professionalism and trust in the electoral

Mexico, including links to relevant news stories and infor-

process. ACE offers a wide range of services related to elec-

mation on President Calderon.

toral knowledge, assistance and capacity development. The
ACE website is an online knowledge repository that provides

PRESIDENCY OF ThE REPUBLIC

comprehensive information on electoral processes. The

www.presidencia.gob.mx

website offers relevant links to Mexican government web-

The official website of the office of the Mexican president in-

sites, as well as the latest electoral news articles and reports

cludes links to history resources (in Spanish) gathered for

on the Mexican electoral process.

observance of Mexico’s 2010 bicentennial (www.bicentenario.gob.mx/) and a discussion by a group of scholars
(www.discutamosmexico.com).

CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND INTERNATIONAL STUDIES (CSIS)
http://csis.org/region/mexico

ThE WORLD BANk: “MExICO”
http://web.worldbank.orgl
The World Bank’s Mexico country brief offers a general

The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS)
provides strategic insights and policy solutions to decision
makers in government, international institutions, the private

overview of Mexico, with a specific focus on its economy and

sector and civil society. A bipartisan, nonprofit organization

the ways in which the World Bank is supporting its needs.

headquartered in Washington, D.C., CSIS conducts research

The site offers information about recent projects.

and analysis and develops policy initiatives that look into the
future and anticipate change. The website offers information

electoral reform in mexico
JUSTICE IN MExICO PROJECT

about programs, events and publications relating specifically
to Mexico.
MExICO INSTITUTE AT ThE WOODROW WILSON IN-

www.justiceinmexico.org

TERNATIONAL CENTER FOR SChOLARS

The Justice in Mexico Project is a research project by the

http://wilsoncenter.org

University of San Diego’s Trans-Border Institute that is dedicated to the rule of law and justice reform in Mexico. The
project coordinates and disseminates research on three
major components of the rule of law: order; accountability;
and equal access to justice. The website offers the latest in
justice news and resources and reports focusing on how to
keep the state and its representatives accountable under the
law.

© American Documentary, Inc.

The Mexico Institute seeks to improve understanding, communication and cooperation between Mexico and the United
States by promoting original research, encouraging public
discussion and proposing policy options for enhancing the
bilateral relationship. The Mexico Institute monitors political
change, transition and democratic consolidation by promoting the discussion of issues such as transparency, elections, constitutional reforms and the quality of democracy.
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tracing your roots

from PbS/nPr

ANCESTRY.COM

nEwshour: “CALDERóN INAUGURATED AMID

www.ancestry.com

BRAWLS, JEERS IN PARLIAMENT”

Ancestry.com has spent more than a decade building the

www.pbs.org

world’s largest online family history resource. It includes his-

In a special report, NewsHour senior correspondent Ray

torical records, photos, stories, family trees and a collabora-

Suarez travels to Mexico to cover the close 2006 presiden-

tive community of 1 million participants. The website

tial elections. Suarez discusses the chaotic election day it-

partners with the NBC show Who Do You Think You Are?

self and the state of Mexican politics with Jorge Castaneda,

and offers tips and tools to help piece together family histo-

a professor at New York University who served as Mexico’s

ries.

foreign minister during the last administration, and Pamela
Starr, an analyst at the Eurasia Group, a risk consulting firm.

tiME: “RELUCTANTLY, JOEL STEIN DISCOVERS hIS

(December 1, 2006)

ROOTS”
www.time.com

MorninG Edition: “VIOLENCE CONTINUES AS DRUG

In this article, Joel Stein comments on the enduring fascina-

WARS RAGE IN MExICO”

tion with family genealogy, highlighted by the recent intro-

www.npr.org

duction of Faces of America on PBS and the upcoming

Morning Edition’s Mexico City correspondent, Jason

launch of NBC’s Who Do You Think You Are?, and embarks

Beaubien, examines how the Mexican drug war is threaten-

on a quest to discover his own family roots. (March 1, 2010)

ing to destabilize parts of the United States-Mexico border.
This is the first part of a three-part series focusing on the

ThE NEW YORk GENEALOGICAL AND BIOGRAPhICAL

drug wars in Mexico. (March 23, 2009)

SOCIETY
www.newyorkfamilyhistory.org

nEwshour ExTRA: “DRUG VIOLENCE WREAkS

The New York Genealogical and Biographical Society is a

hAVOC IN MExICO”

nonprofit educational institution that collects and provides

www.pbs.org

information on genealogy, biography and history, particu-

In this article, NewsHour Extra’s Quinn Bowman traces the

larly as it relates to the people of New York state. It pub-

violence and instability wrought in Mexico as drug cartels re-

lishes periodicals and books, conducts educational programs

sist a government crackdown on their traffic of illegal nar-

and provides other services.

cotics. Bowman draws attention to U.S. officials’ fears that
Mexico could present an unexpected foreign policy challenge for President Obama. (March 6, 2009)
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To order el General, go to http://www.wmm.com/filmcatalog/pages/c763.shtml

Produced by American Documentary, Inc.
and beginning its 23rd season on PBS in
2010, the award-winning POV series is the
longest-running showcase on American television to feature the
work of today’s best independent documentary filmmakers. Airing June through September, with primetime specials during the
year, POV has brought more than 300 acclaimed documentaries
to millions nationwide and has a Webby Award-winning online
series, POV's Borders. Since 1988, POV has pioneered the art of
presentation and outreach using independent nonfiction media
to build new communities in conversation about today's most
pressing social issues. More information is available at
www.pbs.org/pov.

Major funding for POV is provided by PBS, The John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, National Endowment for
the Arts, The Educational Foundation of America, New York
State Council on the Arts, New York City Department of Cultural
Affairs, The Fledgling Fund, FACT and public television viewers.
Funding for POV's Diverse Voices Project is provided by the
Corporation for Public Broadcasting, The Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, and the Rockefeller Brothers Fund.
Special support provided by the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences. POV is presented by a consortium of public
television stations, including KCET Los Angeles, WGBH Boston
and THIRTEEN in association with WNET.ORG.
American Documentary, Inc. www.amdoc.org

Pov interactive www.pbs.org/pov
POV’s award-winning Web department produces special features for every POV presentation, extending the life of our films
through filmmaker interviews, story updates, podcasts, streaming video and community-based and educational content that
involves viewers in activities and feedback. POV Interactive also
produces our Web-only showcase for interactive storytelling,
POV’s Borders. In addition, the POV Blog is a gathering place for
documentary fans and filmmakers to discuss and debate their
favorite films, get the latest news and link to further resources.
The POV website, blog and film archives form a unique and extensive online resource for documentary storytelling.

American Documentary, Inc. (AmDoc) is a multimedia company
dedicated to creating, identifying and presenting contemporary
stories that express opinions and perspectives rarely featured in
mainstream media outlets. AmDoc is a catalyst for public
culture, developing collaborative strategic engagement activities around socially relevant content on television, online and in
community settings. These activities are designed to trigger
action, from dialogue and feedback to educational opportunities and community participation. Simon Kilmurry is executive
director of American Documentary | POV; Cynthia Lopez is
executive vice president.

POV Community Engagement and Education
POV works with local PBS stations, educators and community
organizations to present free screenings and discussion events
to inspire and engage communities in vital conversations about
our world. As a leading provider of quality nonfiction programming for use in public life, POV offers an extensive menu of resources, including free discussion guides and curriculum-based
lesson plans. In addition, POV’s Youth Views works with youth
organizers and students to provide them with resources and
training so they may use independent documentaries as a catalyst for social change.

Front cover: Presidential candidate
Plutarco Elias Calles campaigning in 1924.
Photo courtesy of FAPECFT
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